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About This Game

Gameplay

At the core of Celestialpod is a unique physics based tentacle system that allows you to swing, pull, and grab your way through
rigorous challenges. Every ship poses new tests where you’ll need to master the use of your tentacles in order to stand a chance.

The robots will do anything they can to keep harvesting the Starfish, and will constantly invent new enemies to prevent you from
rescuing them. Overcome the hostile environments inside the ships of the robotic fleet and destroy them from the inside out!

Features

 Challenging physics based gameplay

 10 unique ships with specialized tools to kill you

 1 Boss created in your image
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 Upgrade system which empowers your squid

 Custom 2D-tentacle system

 Highly destructible environment

 Unique 2D art style, with parallaxing depth

The Story

Starting out as a Starfish yourself, one day a robotic fleet appears above your planet. In mere seconds they descend, capturing
every Starfish on the surface. While you’re locked in one of the cages another Starfish somehow manages to escape and frees

you. The two of you make it outside, but the defense system of the ship notices and takes aim. Your savior sees the danger and,
in an act of self-sacrifice, pushes you out of the way just in time. As they perish, the Starfish leaves you their remaining power.
The influx of Starfish energy changes your very DNA, turning you into a Squid-like creature. With their sacrifice fresh in your

mind you charge towards the fleet, determined to save the rest of the Starfish! // Defeat robotic enemies reminiscent of
forgotten species and discover the chilling reality of what could befall your friends.

A Little About How This Started

Dawn of the Celestialpod started development in early September 2017 as part of a Student Capstone project. Over the next
couple of months we built out and expanded upon the original concept. At the end of the semester we presented to the campus

faculty and game studio cohort in an effort to move on to Senior Production. We’re here because we made it through that
challenge, and over the past couple months have expanded upon the game immensely. We've gotten the game to the point where

we are comfortable releasing it to Steam, and can't wait for everyone to play it!
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awesome game.
the hardest game i have ever played!. 3 minutes played.
This game destroyed every part of me, and my life around me.
This should seriously, be taken off the steam store and buried in a very deep hole somewhere that it can't hurt anyone anymore..
As a casual sim-gamer, I must say I found this one a blast to ride. It may not be driving like the real deal, but I dont know, im no
pro (and lets be honest, which game does handle like the real deal? It can come close, but is still just computercode).

I found this one, one of my most good looking loc's, with a nice attention to details here and there. For me it was worth the
money, but ofcourse, that all depends on what you expect and\/or you are looking for..
\u6389\u7ebf\u65e0\u6cd5\u91cd\u8fde\u771f\u7684\u5f88\u8ba9\u4eba\u5934\u5927\uff1b

offline is so bad. great game, has a indie feel to it but the upgrade system and game mechanics were really fun and fluent, story
was pretty good, overall no complaints. the game is fun and all but my issue is that i am unable to get the 'next time'
achievement. i did two levels with 2 stars, on purpose, and then came back and got the 3rd star but i did not get the achievement
still. am i doing something wrong or is there a certain time period i need to come back after or is it after a set number of levels
maybe?
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cool. simple, but with style. good timekiller. I like it. next time will try play with friends. As the first VR game I have ever
played, this game will always have a special place in my memory. 10/10 would fight a cat again.. Easily one of the best puzzle
and indie games I have played. The Campaign is non-stop fun with the enormous amounts of levels, and the custom levels just
adds on to that. Including a level editor was an amazing design choice from the Dev's because it adds so much more to the game.
The sound track is top notch as well, it will be within my music library for a long time.. Get it for the Big Bertha school bus.
Easily the funnest vehicle to drive.. Honestly one of the best game dev games I have owned. Very fun, a little confusing at first
but once you get it down it is a blast! Would love for an update to sell old buildings or potentially build your own! Great game..
Good to practice Chinese with. Good story and characters, but I like Chinese culture so I'm most likely biased.. This is the first
vive game where I felt frusterated. The controls are hard to use and you keep floating instead of being able to teleport or walk.
The room boundery grid is brighter than the came and I keep having to walk therough walls in the game to try to get centered in
the game which is really weird feeling and akward to walk through objects. Right from the start I am struggling to control the
game and it is hard to see as stuff keeps obstructing my view and I find myself to just want to take off the vive. I thought this
was a game where you would walk around or teleport like all other Vive games. The whole time I'm just fighting with the
controls and to many works and stuff in my view, and not able to enjoy the game. I would return it if I could.

I would not reccomend this game to causal games or someone that doesn't have hours an hours to play and figure out. Not for
causual games just looking for a few minutes of quick fun like myself.. Civil War Character pack and Ant-Man levels aren't
included with the season pass! The included levels are very small, but if you want more charecters than this is ok.. Why do I
have this in my Steam Library. Is anybody having issues launching? I have all the required specs on my PC.
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